Wizards & Warriors Summer Camp
2021 Job Openings

FOR RESIDENT / OVERNIGHT CAMP
Assistant Camp Director/Health Care Supervisor
The Assistant Camp Director is an integral member of our camp leadership team, coordinating and
assisting the Camp Director in the administration and coordination of The Story Schools' summer
resident camp program.


Logistics Director/Stage Manager (21+)
Every day presents a new puzzle or challenge for our Logistics Director to explore. As the Storyteller
of Sidleterra you are....something....The Logistics Director organizes and implements the camp plot,
schedules encounters, and keeps track of the web of stories our heroes create. This role requires
flexibility and the ability to communicate efficiently with counselors, monsters, and the leadership
team. Help create an uncharted world, perilous battles, and bring the imagination of our heroes to
life.
Lead Logistics Counselor (20+)
The Stage Manager to the Monsters of Sidleterra, as our heroes dream of their next quest your goal
is to make sure the monsters and witches are in the world. Lead Logistics Counselor provides our
logistics' team with the tools, support, and resources needed to make the world of Sidleterra come to
life.
Lead Counselor (20+)
Our Lead Counselor plays an integral role in creating a magical summer camp experience for our
heroes. The Lead Counselor is responsible for managing and supporting counselors at camp while
also supporting the campers.
Logistics/Floating Counselor (19+)
Logistics/Floating counselors are the monsters and creatures who bring our world to life. One day
you may be a fairy drinking water from an acorn, while the next a cruel beast who destroys heroes.
Our heroes create the story, and you are the story they are telling. As a Logistics counselor you will
spend your days maneuvering the world of Sidleterra, leading epic sword fights, telling confusing
puzzles, and teaching STEM. As a floating counselor you will offer coverage to Hero Leaders and
aid heroes on their quests.


Resident Camp Counselor/Hero Leader (19+)
Our hero leaders are camp counselors who provide a safe and memorable experience for our
heroes. Hero Leaders will be responsible for an assigned adventuring party of 10 campers. Duties
include monitoring meals, playing camp characters (in costume), and facilitating and participating in
group activities. Hero leaders have a genuine passion for mentoring and empowering young people.
Help our heroes navigate the world of Sidleterra, teach them what it means to be a hero, and help
create a summer of lasting memories. Pay is dependent on experience and schedule for 8 weeks,
plus room and board (includes paid training).
These are overnight positions with on-site residency required with one or two days off each week.
Counselors are required to reside at the camp for the duration of employment.

FOR VIRTUAL DAY CAMP



Virtual Camp Counselor (18+)
Our Virtual Hero Leaders are camp counselors, who provide a safe and memorable experience for
our heroes through our virtual portals. Virtual Hero Leaders become the storytellers in our world of
Sidleterra, aiding our campers in navigating the plot, and helping them complete whatever enemies
come out to play. Duties include playing camp characters, game-mastering camp plots, and
facilitating and participating in group activities. Virtual Hero leaders have a genuine passion for
mentoring and empowering young people. Virtual Summer Day Camp hours are 8am-4pm for up to
10 weeks and counselors do not reside at camp. This is a remote position.

NOTES FOR ALL POSITIONS
Our camp counselors receive one of the highest pay rates in the industry.
We provide training, costumes (although you can bring your own!), props, makeup, and foam
weapons. In return, our expectations are high. We require you to be responsible, flexible, and
reliable. You must fully embrace and adhere to the concept that this camp is for the campers. As
such, the roles you play and the positions you hold are always in service of the entertainment value.
This is an exhausting, demanding job that requires both physical and mental endurance. But you will
have the time of your life and we can guarantee that you will never be bored!
All camp staff are required to have previous experience working with kids and teens and be at least
18 years of age. Acting experience is not necessary but does help. We’re interested in mature
decision makers – counselors and performers who like to take part in a creative, improvisational
environment – but always with safety foremost in their mind. You must be exceptionally reliable and
a good communicator. Punctuality is necessary as the nature of these activities requires precision
timing. Professionalism is mandatory.


Please note that Wizards & Warriors Camp is owned and run by parents. Our own children attend
these camps. Safety is our highest concern. We expect that it will be yours as well. References
required.




Currently accepting applications from candidates over the age of 18
Overnight staff must be available from July 5th to September 3rd
All applicants must submit three references

All staff, performers, and volunteers must submit to a CORI and SORI Background
Check, intensive screening, and reference check.
Apply here: https://fs19.formsite.com/guardup/camp-app/index.html

